PRESS RELEASE
FUSION AT THE BELLEVUE MANILA
The Bellevue Manila is delighted to present Fusion, a collaborative work exhibition by
Former Ambassador Theo Arnold. The unique exhibition was formally launched on April
8, 2014 at The Bellevue Manila Main Wing Lobby which lasted until April 13, 2014. It
featured works of Ambassador Theo Arnold, Jo Florendo, Maria Candida Flores, Roger
Crisostomo and Tito Nobleza with the Sculptor Ral Arrogante.
Guests were present to witness the art exhibit with the Ambassador of Israel Menashe
Bar-On, Former Ambassador Theo Arnold, Ambassador of Belgium – Roland van
Remoortele and Ambassador of Netherland – Hero de Boer with Ryan Chan and Patrick
Chan as ribbon-cutting committee.
“In line with our devotion to displaying works by innumerable artists, The Bellevue
Manila is delighted to present Fusion one more time” said Mr. Patrick Chan, Managing
Director of Bellevue Hotels and Resorts. “These works merit the attention of an
audience. It is a beautiful combination of innovative work with multi-faceted aspect of
life.”
In the exhibition, the artists presented a series of artworks presenting Realism, Fluidity,
“Tulipa” and the likes. It was a space where exchanges of attention to detail and
originality came in. It traced perfect execution of art which embodied a glaring effect of
perfection.
“Filipino artists are extraordinary in various ways,” explained Mr. Ryan Chan, Marketing
and Communications Corporate Director of Bellevue Hotels and Resorts. “They are
highly thorough and disciplined. They pursued a style and way of thinking about art that
was yet to be recognized. Art for them was not a goal to be achieved, but a way of life.”
Part of the proceeds of Fusion went to JAV Talent Unlimited Foundation, Inc., an
established and duly registered organization which aims to inspire and enhance young

Filipino talents in the arts through organizing competitions thereby developing their full
potential, and providing scholarships to those who are in need of financial support to
start or continue their artistic aspirations.

About The Bellevue Hotels and Resorts
At the forefront of providing high quality Filipino hospitality, The Bellevue Hotels and Resorts manages deluxe and
standard class hotels in the country that offers the finest service and amenities for a luxurious stay.
The hotel group boasts premiere properties such as The Bellevue Manila and The Bellevue Resort Bohol and
midscale properties in Alabang and in Quezon City with its B Hotels. As per the hotel group’s expansion projects,
more properties are expected to rise in the coming years.
For more information, go to www.thebellevue.com.

